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ABSTRACT

We present subarcsecond-resolution mid-infrared images of NGC 4151 at 10.8 and 18.2 lm. These images
were taken with the University of Florida mid-IR camera/spectrometer OSCIR at the Gemini North 8 m
telescope. We resolve emission at both 10.8 and 18.2 lm, extending�3>5 across at a P.A. of�60�. This coin-
cides with the narrow-line region of NGC 4151, as observed in [O iii] by the Hubble Space Telescope. The
most likely explanation for this extended mid-IR emission is dust in the narrow-line region heated by a cen-
tral engine. We find no extended emission associated with the proposed torus and place an upper limit on its
mid-IR size ofd35 pc.

Subject headings: galaxies: individual (NGC 4151) — galaxies: Seyfert — infrared: galaxies

1. INTRODUCTION

NGC 4151 is one of the nearest (13.2 Mpc, H0 ¼ 75 km
s�1 Mpc�1) and best-studied active galactic nuclei (AGN).
The nucleus hosts a highly variable continuum and line
emission source. Continuum variability, first reported by
Fitch, Pacholczyk, & Weymann (1967), has been observed
at several wavelengths, including X-ray (Papadakis &
McHardy 1995), UV (Clavel et al. 1990), and optical (Lyu-
tyi 1972). Classified as a Seyfert 1.5 nucleus by Osterbrock
& Koski (1976), NGC 4151 displayed characteristics of a
Seyfert 2 nucleus (Penston & Pérez 1984) during a low-lumi-
nosity state in 1984 and, at a later date, characteristics of a
Seyfert 1 galaxy (Ayani &Maehara 1991).

The mid-infrared emission from NGC 4151 has been sug-
gested as arising from either thermal emission from dust
grains or synchrotron emission. Discussions of the thermal
versus nonthermal origin of the infrared emission in NGC
4151 can be found in Rieke & Lebofsky (1981), Edelson &
Malkan (1986), Carelton et al. (1987), Edelson, Malkan, &
Rieke (1987), and de Kool & Begelman (1989). A direct
method to investigate the origin of the mid-IR emission
mechanism, as proposed by Neugebauer et al. (1990, here-
after N90), is a measurement of the size of the emitting
region. They suggest that a nonthermal self-absorbed syn-
chrotron source would be less than 1 mas and hence unre-
solvable. However, if the mid-IR emission is due to heated
dust grains, the size of the region would be greater than 0>1.

Observations show that the mid-IR emission in NGC
4151 is compact. Comparison between 6000 resolution IRAS
12 lm flux density measurements and 600 resolution ground-
based 10.6 lmmeasurements agree to within �6% (Edelson
et al. 1987). Mid-IR observations by Rieke & Low (1972),
Rieke & Lebofsky (1981), and Ward et al. (1987) also did
not detect any extended emission with resolutions e600.
Observations by the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO;

Rodriquez-Espinosa et al. 1996, hereafter RE96) show a
strong warm dust component in NGC 4151 and suggest a
thermal origin from a geometrically and optically thick
dusty torus and/or a dusty narrow-line region (NLR).
These observations, however, were at a resolution of 18000.
Using a technique of near-simultaneous north-south scans
at 2.2 and 11.2 lm, N90 was able to resolve the 11.2 lm
emitting region to be 0>16� 0>04. However, this technique
measured the size in only one spatial direction and was
insufficient to explore the mid-IR morphology of the cir-
cumnuclear region. In addition, these north-south scans
could not investigate the NLR of NGC 4151, which is pri-
marily orientated in an east-west direction. In this paper we
present high-resolution mid-IR imaging, which, to the best
of our knowledge, resolves the inner NLR of NGC 4151 for
the first time at 10 and 18 lm.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

Observations of NGC 4151 were made on 2001 May 7
using the University of Florida mid-infrared camera/spec-
trometer OSCIR on the Gemini North 8 m telescope.
OSCIR uses a Rockwell 128� 128 Si:As Blocked Impurity
Band (BIB) detector. On Gemini North, OSCIR has a plate
scale of 0>089 pixel�1, corresponding to a field of view of
11>4� 11>4. Images were obtained in the N (�0 ¼ 10:8 lm,
D� ¼ 5:2 lm) and IHW18 (�0 ¼ 18:2 lm, D� ¼ 1:7 lm) fil-
ters using a standard chop-nod technique to remove sky
background and thermal emission from the telescope. The
chopper throw was 1500 in declination at a frequency of 3
Hz, and the telescope was nodded every 30 s.

NGC 4151 was observed for a total chopped integration
time of 360 s at 10.8 lm and 480 s at 18.2 lm. Observations
of � Gem were taken for flux calibration and as a measure
of the telescope point-spread function (PSF). Measure-
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ments of other calibration stars throughout the night
showed flux calibration variations of less than 5% at 10.8
lm and less than 10% at 18.2 lm. Absolute calibration of �
Gem was achieved using a spectral irradiance model by
Cohen et al. (1995) adjusted for filter and atmospheric
transmission. The calibration value and FWHM were also
color-corrected to account for the different spectral slope of
� Gem versus NGC 4151, as observed within our N and
IHW18 filters. The measured color-corrected FWHM of �
Gem was 0>53 at 10.8 lm and 0>58 at 18.2 lm based on a
60 s chopped integration. Short integrations of � Gem were
sufficient for comparison to NGC 4151 due to the stability
of the OSCIR/Gemini PSF. Observations of several stan-
dard stars, including � Gem, l UMa, and � Aql, showed
variations in the FWHM of less than 6% throughout the
night. Finally, observations of NGC 4151 showed no
change in structure when divided into increments of time
equal to that of the PSF (60 s).

OSCIR was mounted on the telescope with the Gemini
instrument rotator oriented such that north was up and east
was left on the detector array. In postprocessing, images of
the PSF star � Gem were ‘‘ unrotated ’’ �17=4 and �22=9 at
10.8 and 18.2 lm, respectively, to match the position angle
of the Gemini North telescope pupil, as projected on the
detector array when NGC 4151 was observed. This is neces-
sary to correctly account for the rotation of the telescope
pupil with respect to OSCIR (during an observation or
when changing pointing) due to the alt-az mount of the
Gemini North telescope. In addition, PSF images were rota-
tionally ‘‘ smeared ’’ to account for the slight rotation of the
pupil (d4�) during the exposure times of NGC 4151.

Flux density maps were created by convolving images at
10.8 lm with the 18.2 lm PSF and vice versa to attain the
same resolution at both wavelengths. Color temperature
and emission optical depth maps were calculated based on
the ratio of these images. Since no astrometric calibration
was performed because of the limited field of view of
OSCIR, the peak flux of the convolved 10.8 lm image was
aligned to coincide with peak flux of the convolved 18.2 lm
image. Temperature and emission optical depth were then
calculated using the optically thin approximation
F� ¼ ��B�ðTÞ, where F� is the observed flux density at fre-
quency �, � is the solid angle of each pixel, � is the emission
optical depth, and B�ðTÞ is the Planck function evaluated at
frequency � and temperatureT. The structure of the temper-
ature map was highly dependent on the alignment of the
two convolved images. In order to determine the errors due
to alignment, a Monte Carlo simulation was performed by
shifting the two convolved images with respect to each other
up to 0>1 in all directions. Temperature values were most
stable in the core varying �5 K, with variations of �15 K
farther out. The frequency dependence of dust grain emis-
sion efficiency in the mid-IR was approximated as
QðvÞ / v1. A steeper power-law dependence, such as
QðvÞ / v2, would decrease the calculated temperatures
�15% and correspondingly increases the emission optical
depth by a factor of�3.4.

3. RESULTS

NGC 4151 shows extended emission �3>5 across, ori-
ented in an approximately east-west direction. Perpendicu-
lar to the extended emission (roughly north-south), the
galaxy remains unresolved based our limiting resolution of

�0>53–0>58 at 10.8 and 18.2 lm, respectively. Figure 1
shows our N-band image of the central �400 pc (�600) of
NGC 4151. Subtraction of the unresolved (PSF) component
scaled to 100% of the peak results in a hole at the center of
the residual emission. Since this may represent an oversub-
traction of the unresolved component, we also show the
residuals after subtraction of the PSF scaled to 90%, 80%,
and 70% of the peak of NGC 4151. Figure 2 shows a similar
comparison at 18.2 lm. Both figures clearly show extended
mid-IR emission on a much larger scale than previously
measured.

Fig. 1.—N-band images of the central�600 of NGC 4151. All images are
smoothed with a �0>25 Gaussian filter to enhance low-level emission and
scaled logarithmically. Contours are separated by a factor of 1.84, with the
lowest contour representing the 3 � level of the smoothed data (0.086 mJy).
The next image shows the PSF star � Gem scaled to the same level as NGC
4151 for comparison. The next four images show the residuals of NGC
4151 after subtraction of the PSF (unresolved component) scaled to 100%,
90%, 80%, and 70% of the peak height. In the 80% image, dashed lines
delineate the edges of the ionization region, as observed by Evans et al.
(1993), while the solid line represents the radio jet axis.With the peak scaled
to the same height as NGC 4151 (100%), the unresolved component repre-
sents�73% of the total emission detected at 10 lm.

Fig. 2.—Shows IHW18 (18 lm) images of the central �600 of NGC 4151
in the same format as Fig. 1. Contours are separated by a factor of 1.65,
with the lowest contour representing the 3 � level of the smoothed data
(0.46 mJy). With the peak scaled to the same height as NGC 4151 (100%),
the unresolved component represents �73% of the total emission detected
at 18 lm.
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The extent and position angle (�60�) of the extended
emission is coincident with the NLR, as observed by Evans
et al. (1993) and Kaiser et al. (2000), using HST. This NLR
was resolved at [O iii] �5007 into a number of emission-line
clouds distributed in a biconical structure oriented along a
P:A: ¼ 60� � 5�, with an opening angle of 75� � 10� (Evans
et al. 1993). NGC 4151 also contains a radio jet (Johnston et
al. 1982; Pedlar et al. 1993; Mundell et al. 1995), which
extends along a slightly different PA (�77�) than the [O iii]
emission. Figure 3 shows our mid-IR images overlaid on the
[O iii] and radio maps in the central�600. The extended mid-
IR emission strongly coincides with the [O iii] emission out
to a distance of�100 pc from the nucleus on either side.

As previously mentioned, north-south scans by N90
measure the 11.2 lm emitting region to be 0>16� 0>04 or
�10 pc. We see no extended emission in this direction and
can only place an upper limit on the mid-IR size of d35 pc
based on our resolution limit of �0>53–0>58. Scaling the
PSF to 100% of the peak of NGC 4151 results in an upper
limit of the unresolved component of �73% of the total
emission at 10.8 and 18.2 lm and a lower limit to the
extended component of �27%. Table 1 shows our mid-IR
flux density measurements.

4. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the conclusion from N90 that a nonthermal
self-absorbed synchrotron source would be less than 1 mas
and hence unresolvable, our results are consistent with a
thermal origin of the extended mid-IR emission. The rera-
diation by dust grains heated by either stars or an AGN
may result in this extended thermal mid-IR emission. How-
ever, processes such as fine-structure emission lines may also
produce extended mid-IR emission. Several mid-IR fine
structure lines were observed by Sturm et al. (1999) using
ISO. Four of these emission lines fall within our broadband
N and IHW18 filters and may contribute to this mid-IR
emission. These emission lines are the 8.99 lm [Ar iii], 10.51
lm [S iv], 12.81 lm [Ne ii], and 18.71 lm [S iii]. However,
based on flux measurements from Sturm et al. (1999), these
emission lines contribute less than 10% of the extended
emission that we observe at 10.8 and 18.2 lm.

Several mechanisms can contribute to thermal dust emis-
sion in the mid-IR. These include shock heating, in situ star
formation, dust in the NLR heated by the central engine,
and a dusty torus. Each is considered below in the context
of the mid-IR emission that we detect in NGC 4151.

4.1. Dust Heated in Shocks

Shock heating of dust grains caused by the radio jet may
contribute to mid-IR emission in NGC 4151. Mid-IR emis-
sion from shocks may be produced by either direct collisions
between the plasma and dust particles (Draine 1981) or
absorption of UV radiation produced by the postshock
cooling plasma (Dopita & Sutherland 1996). However,
radial velocity measurements of Kaiser et al. (2000) show no
correspondence between velocity or velocity dispersion and
the positions of the radio knots of NGC 4151. Models by
Crenshaw et al. (2000) also do not require strong shocks to
explain the kinematics of the NLR. Shocks may still con-
tribute to the NLR, as suggested by Contini, Viegas, &
Prieto (2002), but are not considered to be a major source of
ionization. Recent [Fe ii] observations by Turner et al.
(2002) also support this concept. Thus, shock heating,
although not ruled out, is not considered as a major source
of the mid-IR emission that we observe.

4.2. Star Formation

Mid-IR emission has been observed to arise from star for-
mation in the central regions of many galaxies (e.g., Telesco
1988). The mid-IR provides an excellent trace of H ii star-
forming regions whose emission peaks at far-IR wave-
lengths (50–200 lm). Observations by Engargiola et al.
(1988) at 155 lm show extended emission (>4800), primarily
in an east-west direction. ISO far-IR observations by RE96
measure this emission as a cold dust component (36 K),

Fig. 3.—Contours represent the extended emission at N and IHW18
after PSF subtraction (with PSF scaled to 80% of the peak). Images (a) and
(b) show the extendedN and IHW18 emission, respectively, overlaid on the
HST [O iii] ionization region, as observed byKaiser et al. (2000). Images (c)
and (d ) show the same N and IHW18 emission overlaid on the radio jet, as
observed at 18 cm by Pedlar et al. (1998). In all images, the peak emission in
the radio and [O iii] are aligned to correspond with the peak in the mid-IR
region.

TABLE 1

NGC 4151 Flux Density Measurements

Description Filter Aperture FluxDensity

Total ........................... NBand 4>5 1874� 52 a

Unresolved (�73%)..... b �1368� 38

Extended (�27%)........ b �506� 14

LongWavelength

Total ........................... IHW18 4>5 4386� 241a

Unresolved (�73%)..... b �3202� 176

Extended (�27%)........ b �1184� 65

a All flux densities are color-corrected and in units of mllijanksy.
Errors in flux density are dominated by uncertainty in calibration (�2.5%
at theN band and�5% at IHW18) but also include a small statistical error
based on the aperture size.

b Flux density measurements were performed by scaling the PSF star �
Gem to 100% of the peak of NGC 4151 and subtracting off to find the con-
tribution from the resolved and unresolved component.
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consistent with dust heated in H ii regions (Telesco, Becklin,
& Wynn-Williams 1980). However, observations by Pérez-
Fournon & Wilson (1990) in H� show that these H ii

regions exist in an elliptical galactic bar at a radius of �5000

(�3 kpc) from the nucleus. Thus, these star-forming regions
cannot contribute to the mid-IR emission that we observe
within our�1100 field of view.

Star formation in the circumnuclear region of NGC 4151
has been characterized using the strength of polycyclic aro-
matic hydrocarbon (PAH) emission. Galaxies with strong
nuclear star formation also feature strong PAH emission.
This PAH emission, however, is found to be weak or absent
in AGNs with weak star formation (Roche et al. 1991; Gen-
zel et al. 1998). In the case of NGC 4151, Roche & Aitken
(1985) and Imanishi et al. (1998) failed to detect PAH emis-
sion at 11.4 and 3.3 lm, respectively, with their �400 aper-
tures. Further observations by Sturm et al. (1999) also failed
to detect any PAH emission at 11.2, 8.7, 7.7, or 6.2 lm.
Thus, the mid-IR emission we observe on a scale of �3>5 is
unlikely to be associated with significant star formation.

4.3. Dusty Narrow-Line Region

The most likely explanation for the ‘‘ extended ’’ mid-IR
morphology in NGC 4151 is emission from a dusty NLR
(Rieke & Lebofsky 1981; RE96). Dust in this region has a
direct view of the central engine and hence can be heated,
resulting in extended mid-IR emission. The emission we
observe follows the NLR, as delineated by the [O iii] obser-
vations of Kaiser et al. (2000), lending support to this con-
cept. Mid-IR emission coincident with [O iii] NLR emission
has also been observed in other galaxies, such as NGC 1068
(Braatz et al. 1993; Cameron et al. 1993) and Cyg A
(Radomski et al. 2001, 2002). In both galaxies, dust heated
by the central engine most likely contributes to this
emission.

In order to explore the possibility of central heating, we
calculated color temperatures based on the ratio of our 10.8
and 18.2 lm images. Temperature and emission optical
depth maps from simple radiative transfer analysis provide
a good first-order estimate of the sources of grain heating,
as well as the relative density of warm grains (Tresch-Fien-
berg et al. 1987). Figure 4 shows our temperature and emis-
sion optical depth maps. We calculate color temperatures
ranging from�185� 5 K in the core to�165� 15 K within
the NLR (r � 100 pc), consistent with the warm dust com-
ponent (170 K), as measured by ISO (RE96). The emission
optical depth shows that the density of these dust grains is
enhanced along the direction of the NLR. Assuming a sim-
ple uniform dust distribution, a first-order determination of
the size of the region that could be heated by a central source
can be made. Given that dust grains primarily absorb
UV-optical radiation and reemit in the infrared, the equi-
librium temperature of dust in a strong UV field is given by
(Sellgren, Werner, &Dinerstein 1983)

T � LUV

16�R2�

QUV

QIR

� �1=4

: ð1Þ

In the above equation, T is the dust temperature, LUV is the
UV luminosity of the central source, R is the radius from
the source in parsecs, � is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
and QUV=QIR is the ratio of the Planck-averaged UV
absorption coefficient to the infrared emission coefficient.

Values ofQUV=QIR are dependent on the dust grain size and
composition and are given by Draine & Lee (1984), Laor &
Draine (1993), and Weingartner & Draine (2001) for graph-
ite and ‘‘ smoothed astronomical ’’ (SA) silicate.

The observed UV-optical luminosity of NGC 4151 is
�1010 L� (Penston et al. 1990). Given this luminosity, in
order to heat dust to the observed temperature of
�165� 15 K at a distance of �100 pc, the inner NLR
should be composed of 0.004 lm graphite grains or 0.001
lm SA silicate grains. These grain sizes fall near or below
the limit of classical interstellar dust grains that range from
0.003 to 1 lm (Draine & Lee 1984). They also are much
smaller than the estimated grains sizes used for the centrally
heated NLR models of NGC 1068 (�0.05 lm; Cameron et
al. 1993) and Cyg A (�0.1 lm; Radomski et al. 2002). How-
ever, Penston et al. (1990) proposed that the continuum
emission in NGC 4151 is inherently anisotropic and that the
ionizing luminosity, as seen within the extended NLR (1–2
kpc), may be an order of 13 times greater than that observed
from Earth. Subsequent models by Schulz & Komossa
(1993), Yoshida & Ohtani (1993), and Robinson et al.
(1994) also derive values for the anisotropy as high as 3–10.
Thus, a better estimate of the luminosity in the NLRmay be
�1011 L�. This higher luminosity would increase the calcu-
lated grain sizes by an order of magnitude (0.04 lm graphite
or 0.01 lm SA silicate), resulting in sizes more consistent
with classical interstellar dust and grain size estimates in the
NLRs of NGC 1068 and Cyg A. Thus, to first order, assum-
ing that the luminosity in NGC 4151 is anisotropic, the
extended mid-IR emission is consistent with heating of dust
in the NLR from a central engine.

Fig. 4.—(a) Temperature and (b) emission optical depth map of the
central �600 of NGC 4151. Temperature peaks along the very outer edges
are erroneous andmost likely due to a low signal-to-noise ratio.
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4.4. Dusty Torus

Another source of mid-IR emission in NGC 4151 may be
from a dusty torus (RE96). Emission from a dusty torus
may dominate the unresolved mid-IR component in NGC
4151. It is considered that we view this disk/torus through a
line of sight passing near the boundary edge (Cassidy &
Raine 1996). Assuming the torus lies perpendicular to the
NLR, its major axis would be oriented in an approximately
north-south direction. We see no extended emission in this
direction and can only place an upper limit on the mid-IR
size of the torus ofd35 pc, based on our resolution limit of
�0>53–0>58. This is consistent with the polarimetry obser-
vations and subsequent modeling of Ruiz et al. (2003),
which suggest that the torus size in NGC 4151 is 	30 pc. A
direct measurement of the torus may have been made by
N90. As previously mentioned, north-south scans by N90
measure the 11.2 lm emitting region to be 0>16� 0>04 or
�10 pc. Based on our ‘‘ unresolved ’’ (PSF) component, we
therefore place an upper limit on the mid-IR contribution of
a dusty torus ofd73% of the total emission at 10.8 and 18.2
lm. This represents the maximum contribution from a
dusty torus and does not rule out contribution to the ‘‘ unre-
solved ’’mid-IR emission from a self-absorbed synchrotron
source.

Observations of neutral H i and molecular H2 byMundell
et al. (1995) and Fernandez et al. (1999), respectively, show
evidence of a gaseous disk up to 2>5 (160 pc), across which
may be associated with the torus. This disk is located in
approximately a north-south direction and may consist of
an ‘‘ onion-skin ’’ morphology, as discussed by Pedlar et al.
(1998). In this model, the gaseous torus contains several
layers (see Fig. 5). The innermost ring consists of ionized
gas, followed by a ring of neutral H i gas surrounded by a
ring of molecular H2. In Pedlar’s ‘‘ onion-skin ’’ model, the
authors further expand on the subject of anisotropy in

NGC 4151, as discussed by Penston et al. (1990). Using
observations of free-free absorption detected at 73 and 18
cm, in conjunction with observations of H i by Mundell et
al. (1995), they estimate the ionizing flux incident on the
torus. Assuming a simple Strömgren model, they calculate
that the ionizing flux in the plane of the torus is between
�10 and 40 times less than seen from Earth or �100–500
times less than seen in the NLR, as modeled by Penston et
al. (1990).

To test the validity of this model, we can use the dust equi-
librium equation from x 4.3. Given values for temperature
and dust grain size discussed above, we can calculate the size
of the mid-IR torus as a function of ionizing luminosity,
LUV. Color temperature measurements of the core of NGC
4151 show T � 185� 5 K. If the dusty torus intercepts the
ionizing luminosity as seen from Earth �1010 L� and con-
sists of dust grains similar to those estimated for the NLR
(0.04 lm graphite or 0.01 lm SA silicate), the size of the
torus in the mid-IR would be �0>65 (�42 pc). This is
slightly larger than the size of the torus, based on our resolu-
tion limit of �0>53–0>58 (d35 pc) and that of the Ruiz
polarimetry model (	30 pc). It is also 4 times larger than the
north-south scans by N90, which measured the 11.2 lm
emitting region to be 0>16� 0>04 or �10 pc. Assuming the
N90 mid-IR emission delineates the torus, dust grains in the
torus would need to be�10 times larger than those found in
the NLR. Alternatively, if the luminosity in the plane of the
torus is�10–40 times less than seen from Earth, as modeled
by Pedlar et al. (1998), the size of the torus in the mid-IR
would range between �0>1 and 0>2 (�7 14 pc). Although
slightly smaller than the Ruiz model, this size torus would
be consistent with our upper limit as well as closely match
the size measured by N90. Thus, the ‘‘ onion-skin ’’ model of
Pedlar et al. (1998), which suggests that the luminosity in
NGC 4151 may be very weak in the plane of the torus, is
roughly consistent with size estimates of the torus in the

Fig. 5.—Image (a) shows four sets of data. First is the proposedH i disk fromMundell et al. (1995) (cross-hatched disk). Second is the molecular H2 1–0 S(1)
ring, as observed by Fernandez et al. (1999) (gray scale). Both these images are overlaid on the 18 cm radio image from Pedlar et al. (1998, narrow contours).
Finally, the larger contours represent our 18.2 lm image from Fig. 2, with the subtracted PSF scaled to 80%. Image (b) shows the ‘‘ onion-skin ’’ model of the
gaseous torus from Pedlar et al. (1998; their Fig. 6). The rate values are the ionizing photons per second, as calculated from Penston et al. (1990; NLR and
Observer) and Pedlar et al. (1998; torus). The rate of 1051 s�1 is based on the lower limit from Pedlar et al. (1998). The upper limit is�3 times greater, resulting
in a range of ionizing flux 0.1–0.025 times as great as that observed from Earth.
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mid-IR. However, it should be noted that the results dis-
cussed above derive from simple equations involving
Strömgren radii and dust grains at equilibrium tempera-
tures. Due to the increased density of material associated
with the torus, as opposed to the NLR, a more robust radia-
tive transfer analysis may be needed to truly understand the
anisotropy in NGC 4151.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have usedmid-IR imaging and first-order
radiative transfer analysis, assuming dust grains in thermal
equilibrium, to study the central �1100 of NGC 4151. Our
conclusion are as follows.

1. We detect extended mid-IR emission at 10.8 and 18.2
lm in the circumnuclear region of NGC 4151. This emission
extends approximately �200 pc (�3>5) at a P.A. �60�, cor-
relating with the NLR region as seen in [O iii] �5007 by
Evans et al. (1993) and Kaiser et al. (2000) usingHST.
2. With the PSF scaled to 100% of the peak of NGC

4151, we measure limits to the unresolved and resolved com-
ponents of�73% and�27%, respectively.
3. Mid-IR line emission contributes less than 10% of the

extended emission at 10.8 and 18.2 lm. The lack of any

detectable PAH emission also shows that star formation is
weak in the circumnuclear region.
4. Assuming that the luminosity in NGC 4151 is aniso-

tropic (�13 times), the extended mid-IR emission in NGC
4151 is consistent with thermal reradiation from dust grains
in the NLR heated by a central engine.
5. We place an upper limit on the size of the torus in the

mid-IR of d35 pc, consistent with the measurements of
N90 and Ruiz et al. (2003). This results in an upper limit to
the mid-IR contribution from a dusty torus in NGC 4151 of
�73% of the total emission at 10.8 and 18.2 lm, based on
our unresolved (PSF) component.
6. Mid-IR measurements of the proposed torus by N90,

as well as upper limits derived from this paper, are roughly
consistent with the ‘‘ onion-skin ’’ model of Pedlar et al.
(1998). In this model, ionizing photons in the plane of the
torus may be�10–40 times fewer than seen from Earth.

We would like to thank the Florida Space Grant Consor-
tium for funding that led to the completion of this work,
as well as engineer Chris Carter, who provided invaluable
support while these observations were taken at Gemini
North.
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